
Rip The Jacker, The Infinity Track (Ferdowsi)
It was placed on  poet laureate infinity- to puzzle them,
Countdown 48 MONTHS,
Gone til NOVEMBER, I'll be gone til forever,
I don't care if I make history, I wanna be a part of infinity,
New shit  was found where the Mayan sunstone was,
The period of purification in my poems,
I turned the page, wrote a turn of phrase,
Verbal X-Rays don't say I burn, I blaze,
Do not evade the question, how is it so? Tell the people they need to know,
No contingency plan given to me, how can it be? CANIBUS ANSWER ME!!!!
Membership is based off your raw intelligence
Don't look at it like winning or losing
Time keeps on slipping the ripper keep ripping
I approached the podium and delivered my encomium
Nobody applauded, the atmosphere was ominous
Metaphors and rhymes is poetry by design,
Austere designs are so ahead of their time,
Even when you press rewind, your still left behind,
Does it amaze me? YES, Does it phase me? NO
Hip-Hop became boring, then a pretzel,
One answer per session, let me explain what my sonar saw
Inside the devils chamber, Rip The Jacker  Infinity  was born
That's what the training is about, we have to survive,
That's what  Poet Laureate Infinity  is about,
Lyrical inimical is miserable because I've built a citadel,
Of syllables that made me invincible,

Am I a MAD MAN or a MAD MAN? Or a MAD MAN? - WORMHOLE

Don't ignore me, ignore the fools who tells you don't listen,
Tunnel boring and jacking, water main tapping,
I sat there drafting a new drainage plan laughing,
I heard this before, Can't remember who said it,
Extraordinary men, who meet to review and recommend,
Who have lost their Faith, who have lost their hope,
Who have lost their point, who have lost their own,
Sitting down at the mixing board comfortably,
The Laws Of Poetry in action is practiced quite actively,
Killing my myself, killing my health, rebuilding myself,
Few of the same elk have known what I felt,
Modifying the weather from behind a weather shield,
Before one can know the world&quot;, so I showed myself,
I hope I am not alone, that would be terrible,
With Nexiu.m, Avodar.t, Lipito.r, and T,heraflu,
Sentences sometimes too sensitive to make sense of it,
Who know how to manipulate my message,
You lazy and you wanna be the best? I repeat,
The Best Train EVERYDAY of the week,
You can mix this song a thousand ways I don't doubt it
The bar was below basic I had to raise it,

I did it for my mixing brothers - WORMHOLE

I could move about freely, I rose, I fell,
Writing with a feathered quill, getting more ill,
Metaphoric Sun Worship, pulling me with planet like inertias,
From the gutter to the gallows no media coverage,
Submitting specifics about the operation I'm running,
I don't care if we're not the same colour nigga I'm your brother,
&quot;Never heard of it&quot;, no details are public,
I dictate a scribe that causes the court stenographer to die,
Therefore Canibus rhymes for all time,
They say &quot;we're divided&quot; I say we're small minded,
Only lower density life forms get lost in time,



The snake will grow feet and stampede you to your defeat,
Tell the motherfucker send his transcripts to me, 110
Theoretically Hafiz has mentored me,
The possibilities present a probable infinity,
As we walk through the archived files of all styles,
By designing a new style of rhyming you can take home and try out, 120
The uniforms match so we all look the same from the sky,
Then Z must be equal to you shutting your mouth,
Poetically Paralyzing, Where Are You? Are you hiding?

I proof read my writtens, be my guest keep trying - WORMHOLE

In a cave below ground with a painting of Cthulhu on the wall,
The rhymes are raw, deeper than yours, you crawled before you walked
Open the doors to the vortex that reaches from here to beyond,
We spit for sport, I won, you lost
I'm not concerned though, it's only the first lost,
Canibus is notably known Globally,
1000 Bars it will probably always be,
Lyrically not ready, dress right dress, not messy
I briefed the committee they told me to stop the testing, 20
I said &quot;Nobody benefits, Everyone perishes&quot;
A derelict cherubim seraphim protecting INFINITY,
The clinical Professor of rhymes from Pepperdine,
When I inspired Hova and Nas,
Close your eyes, ritualize, spit your rhymes,
Poet Laureate will prove it to you all in due time,
You like Red or White Wine? Let's talk about it I'm buying,
Neuropeptides only get high off just mature Wine,
The Art Of Rhyming? I've mastered it certainly, surely
Instead of trying to murder me, it tried to flirt with me, 30
Polyester pants, big fat ass,
To the bluest oceans glowing on the Persian beach,

Ferdowsi Owns Poet Laureate Infinity - WORMHOLE

god until I build my machine
As odd as it may seem, the POETRY Fiend
Not only can see into the future, see past it,
I am still the Master,
I was weak, it happens with every girl that I meet,
They can't battle me so they'd rather embarrass me,
Finishing my Archeogenetic Rap Facility,
Judge me fairly, compare me TO INFINITY,
It got to be difficult for any woman to live with me,
I like to role play but I only play masculine,
I know I could build it fast if I block and tackle it,
Telencephalon olfactory lobes I had to practice,
I might be looking for a leg up, but I won't touch, 40
Ok I'm a pervert, It's time to fess up,
The face on the photograph we have in our database,
I put her on cloud nine, look at her face,
Mix the dub plate, the BPMs fluctuate,
Mix the blood so it don't coagulate,

In Rabbit hole with Alice, the bitch masturbates, - Wormhole
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